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I.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
A.

Nature of This Proceeding

This advisory opinion marks the conclusion of the first
contested proceeding conducted before this Commission under
1/
§ 3661 of the Postal Reorganization Act, 39 U.S.C. § 3661.The subject of this proceeding is a program denominated by the
United States Postal Service the "Retail Analysis Program
2/
for Facilities Deployment."- In general, the program
adopts market analysis techniques for the location of
postal retail facilities, the staffing of such

fac~lities

with window clerks and their supervisors, and the work
scheduling of the latter types of postal employees.
The circumstances of this proceeding require us
to analyze the Retail Ana Ly s i.s Program with particular
care and close attention to its details.

The Postal

Service has contended throughout that RAP does not present
a case of ?ostal Rate Commission jurisdiction under § 3661;
1/
A submission by the Postal Service under § 3661 filed
after the commencement of this proceeding, which concerned
changes in operating procedures affecting first-class mail
and airmail, was treated without hearings in a series of
informal conferences which led to a stipulation among the
parties.
That stipulation formed the factual basis for
our advisory opinion.
See Advisory Opinion Concerning a
Proposed Change in the Nature of Postal Services, Docket
No. Ni5-2" issued September 8, ::'975.

2/
';"/e also r e f e r herein to the pzoqz am as "the Retail
Analysis Program" and "RAP."

- 2 it has therefore been necessary to assess the jurisdictional
character of the program with a thoroughness that befits this
first effort to establish the purview of our responsibilities
under the statute.

Because the outcome of our consideration

of the jurisdictional question is the conclusion that RAP is
within

OUI"

§

3661 jurisdiction, we must also determine wheth-

er the program promotes adequate and efficient postal servand conforms to the otner policies established under
1/
title 39.As we conclude in the portion of this opinion
iCE!S

concerning the merits of the program--after close examination
of RAP's methodological detail and the program's reasonably
foreseeable effects--the Retail Analysis Program is sufficiently well-designed to effectuate objectives which are
consistent with the policies of title 39, but is susceptible
of certain technical improvements which we believe will enabl.e the program better to achieve those commendable objectives.
In light of the evidence of record bearing on the merI t.s of the Retail Analysis ?rogram, the Commission has arrived at the following recommendations:
1.

The local coordinators responsible for imple-

menting RAP should be better trained in order to improve
1/ It is important to note that our finding of § 3661 jurisdiction over RAP comprehends a review of the overall structure of the program, but does not extend to specific applications of t~e program when implemented.
See pp. 27-28, infra.

-
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the data gathering function and overall organization of the
program.
2.

The analyses of data gathered for the facili-

ties deployment component of the program should be corrected
and supplemented in the following particulars:
(a)

The shopping behavior of postal consumers should

be studied more closely to determine whether the "last stopnext stop" sampling method now used in the program accurately
locates consumer demand.

If it does not, the Service should

consider tracing demand to the origin of a postal customer's
shopping trip.
(b)

The Service should adopt standardized criteria

for the demarcation of demand areas to assure that the decisions of local coordinators are

unifor~

with respect to the

selection of such demand areas.
(c)

In implementing the program, the Service

should ask postal customers where they prefer postal retail
facilities to be located and seek the comments of potentially
affected

~ail

users before building, eliminating or relocating

a postal =etail facility.
3.

The analyses of data gathered for the window

service scheduling and staffing component of the program
should be corrected and supplemented in the following particulars:
(a)
study of the

The Service should undertake an independent
\~indcw

service waiting criteria it suggests,

-
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either by expanding the Customer Attitude Surveyor conducting
a separate survey.
(b)

The Service should adopt guidelines which would

require recommended window se r va ce patterns to maximize both
cost effectiveness and the level of service provided.

(e)

The program should be modified to take multi-

transaction window service customers into account.
(d)

The Service should develop a follow-up proce-

dure to assess the effectiveness of revised window service
staffing schedules.
The recommendations and the record evidence leading to
their formulation are discussed in detail herein below.
B.

Procedural Background

The Retall Analysis Program originated within the Postal Service's headquarters in 1972, when certain employees in
the Resources Management Branch of the Customer Service Department developed a program using computer analysis of customer survey data to aid decision-making about the location
of postal retail facilities
3).

lsee USPS Brief on Exceptions, p.

This program const:.tuted a wholly new methodological ap-

proa.ch to facilities d ep Loymen t; , wh.i ch had previously been based

1/
upon unregularized, ad hoc assessments of need.1/ See Recuest of the Postal Service, p. 7, Tr.
Y.D.~p. 15-16.

In 1973,
2/156, and

- 5 employees in the same Branch began work on a program using computer analysis of customer mailing patterns at postal retail
windows to assist in determining the number and scheduling of
clerks in retail facilities.

This also represented a new apI/
proach to an on-going task in the postal system.Both programs came to be operated under the designation "Retail
Analysis Program," and were made available for use in larger
post offices throughout the nation.
The RetailA.nalysis Program first became a subject of controversy in a suic filed on April 30, 1974. Three Congress.,/
,.
men--two 01:' whom ultimately intervened in this Docket--filed
suit in the United States District Court for the Northern District of Alabama on behalf cf a numerous class of mail users
throughout the nation, asking the Court to enjoin implementation of RAP and two other Postal Service programs pending
hearings before this Commission and advisory opinions pursuant
to 39 U.S.C.

§

3661.

The District Court issued a temporary

injunction with respect: to RAP and one other program on May
3/
14, 1974,- and the Postal Service appealed to the enited

!/

See Tr, 4/339-41, 6/585.

2/ The Honorable John H. Buchanan, .rr , (R., Ala.), the
Honorable John J. Duncan (R., Tenn.), and the Honorable
Sam Steiger (R., Ariz.)

3/ Buchanan ". United Sta~es Postal Service, 375 F. Supp.
1014 (N.D. Ald., 1974) ..
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States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit.

The Court of

Appeals upheld the grant of a temporary injunction as to RAP

1/
in an opinion written by Circuit Judge Godbold.

In a Stipu-

lation of Settlement executed on March 28, 1975, the Postal
Service agreed to submit a proposal to this Commission requesting an advisory opinion on the Retail Analysis Program;
District Judge Hancock issued an order dissolving the temporary
2/
injunction against the implementation of RAP- and dismissing
the Congressmen's action on the same day.
On April 11, 1975, the Postal Service filed with this
Commission a document captioned "Request

. for an Opinion

That Implementation of This Program Does Not Fall under 39
u.s.C. § 3661(b),
Opinion,,"

(c) or, in the Alternative, for an Advisory

The Commission issued a. notice of the Service's
3/

request on Aprll 1.6,

1975.-

In Order No. 62, issued

May 7, 1975, we granted petitions to intervene flIed by
united Parcel Service and Congressmen Buchanan and Duncan,
ordered that an Administrative Law Judge preside at prehearing conferences and hearings, designated an Officer of
1/ Buchanan v. United States Postal Service, 508 F.2d 259
15th Cir., 1975).
2/ We note that the Postal Service has since remained free,
throughout the course of this proceeding, to carry forward its
implementation of RAP.
~ee USPS Brief on Exceptions, p. 4;
OOC Motion for Order Di.recting Postal Service to Respond to
Interrogatories, Defer Implementation of Program, and Comply
with Order No. 62, June 17, 1975; and Tr. 1/78-79.
3/

See 40 Fell. qeg. 17352-53 (April 18, 1975).

"'.lC'16
. ~ nit,

thE! Conunission to represent the interests of the general publie: as required by 39 U.S.C. § 366l(c), and posed a number of
factual and policy questions to be addressed by the participants.

The Conunission affirmed the substance of Order No. 62

in Order No. 64, issued May 30, 1975, and designated Administrative Law Judge Marvin H. Morse the presiding officer in
Order No. 68, issued June 9, 1975.
Discovery began in this proceeding on May 15, 1975, and
concluded on August 22, 1975.

The parties participated in

1/
three prehearing conferences before Judge Morse.-

Eviden-

tiary hearings were held on eight days from August 12 to
October 7, 1975.

After the filing of briefs by the parties,

the Administrative Law Judge issued his Initial Decision on
January 14, 1976.
In the Initial Decision, Judge Morse found that both
2/
the facilities deployment and window service aspects of RAP
were properly before this Commission and within its § 3661
jurisdiction (I.D., pp. 82-87).

With respect to the merits,

he found that the program. although susceptible of substantial methodological improvement, nevertheless conforms to
the policies of title 39

(I.D., p. l17).

articulated a test of the "significance"

Judge Morse also
of proposed altera-

tions in Postal Service operations as potential § 3661

1/

!3ee Tra:1script Volumes One through Three.

2/

See pp.

1:..-14, .i n f r a

-
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changes to provide guidance to the Service (1.0., pp. 109-112),
and recommended tha.t this Docket remain open for receipt of
supplemental and follow-up data relating to the further imp Lemerrt a t i on of RAP (I.D ... ",. 118).
The Postal Service filed a brief on exceptions to the
Initial Decision with this Commission on February 13, 1976,
and the Officer of the Commission submitted a reply brief on
March 4, 1976.
C.

Summary Of Findings In Our Advisory Opinion

The following is a brief summary of the findings we
make in this advisory opinion:
1.

Components of the Retail Analysis Program.

As

was found in the Initlal Decision, we believe that both
(1)

the facilities deployment: aspect and (2) the window

service staffing and scheduling feature of the Retail Analysis Program are prope rLy before this Commission for consideration.

This finding is the product of our authority to

determine the scope of a proceeding before this agency and
the intimate faccual and functional relationships between
the two componen::s of the program.
2,.

Jurisdiction over the RAP Program under

:l:~_O.S.=..f..:-_§_3661.

vie

find

'~hat

-::he Retail Analysis Program

satisfies all the jurisdictLonal criteria of

§

366l(b).

The program involves a determination by the Postal Service
to effect a "chanqe in the natur:= of postal services"

- 9 because it has as a reasonably foreseeable consequence a significant change in the availability of basic postal services
to the representative postal consumer.

The program "will

generally affect service on a nationwide or substantially
nationwide basis"

because it is likely to produce changes of

significance over a broad geographic area.
3.

The Merits of _the Retail Analysis Program.

We

agree wi t.h the Administrative Law Judge that RAP conforms,
in terms of its stated objectives, to the policies established by title 39.

We also find that the methodological de-

tails of the program are sufficiently sound to enable it to
achieve its stated objectives.

However, we recommend certain

technical changes which we be Li.e ve will better enable the
program to reach its laudable goals.
l.

ComIuission Polley Statement Establishlng Guide-

lines Concerning the

Filing~f

Future Requests for Advisory

The prospective nature of our
review of actions and ?rograms under § 3661 requires that
filings by the postal Service oe made as early as possible
and contain a comprehenslve statement of the underlying
facts.

The Service should flla a

§

3661 request with this

Commission whenever, i:1 i.ts good faith Judgment, an action
or program involves a jurisdlctional issue which is so difficult, doubtful, serious, or substantial as to make it a fair
ground for litigation.

In our view, there is a jurisdictional

~} 0.'

·1 (.'

..) ( ) l

- 10 change whenever a Postal Service action or program has as its
goal, or will have as a reasonably foreseeable effect, an appreciable alteration in the accessibility of postal services
to the public or in the type or quality of postal services
offered to the public which :s substantial and extends over
a broad geographical area.

~)

.. 11 ..

II.

COHPONENTS OF THE RETAIL ANALYSIS PROGRAM
In the Initial Decision, the Administrative Law Judge

found that, as a matter of procedure and on the merits, the
Retail Analysis Program which is the subject of this advisory
opinion encompasses both the facilities deployment and window
service staffing and scheduling programs described above
(I.D., p. 62).

He found the limited scope of the Service's

filing in this Docket, which requested an advisory opinion
only as t.o the facilities deployment aspect, no impediment
to consideration of both prog:::ams because this Conunission is
entitled to determine the scope of an inquiry once its jurisdiction has been invoked (I.D.

r

p. 60).

The window service

program should be considered, he stated, because that program
is pa.rt of the overall RAP program as the latter was developed
and promulgated by the Service (1.0., pp. 58-59), and because
each program

lS

an aspect of the same managerial effort to

optimize the Service's retail operations (1.0., pp. 12,
59) .
The Postal Service contends in its arief on Exceptions
that the
service

Decis~on

Initial
sta~fing

comnu s s Lon .

T~e

erred ln finding the window

and scheduling program to be before the
serv i ce reiterates that neither the Stipula-

tioD of Settlement into which it entered in the au chan an
litigation nor its Request

lD

this Docket contemplated inclu-

sion of the window

matter for consideration

~n

this

advisory opinion (Posta: Service Brief on Exceptions, pp. 37-

38Sl
- 12 38).

Secondly, the Service claims that facilities deploy-

ment and window service staffing and scheduling are unrelated
as a matter of fact, citing "clear testimony that deployment
analysis and staffing analysis are separate operations"
(Id., p. 35).

Finally, t.he Service alleges that the window

service component of the program has not produced any
substantial service impact (Id., p. 34), and therefore that
the proper disposition of this issue is a conclusion that
the scheduling and staffing program does not amount to a
change in the nature of postal ser?ices

~ithin

the meaning

of 39 U.S.C. § 3661.
We disagree with the Postal Service's statements in
exception and adopt the
Firs~,

we

agree with

find~ng

t~e

of the Initial Decision.

Adrnlnistrative Law Judge that

neither the Stipulation agreed to in the judicial proceeding nor the

conten~s

of the Service's initial submission in

this Docket

delimi~s

the scope of this proceeding.

As we

have stated in other jurisdictional determinations, our
authority tc define the ambit of a proceed:.ng before the
Commission is not determined either by the Postal Service's
views of our jurisdiction or the particular contents of or
1/
,c".
-',.
- 0 n 1:'h
:J..Llngs.
•• e contrary,
omissions from the Servlce's _o.rrna~.

1/
See Action of the Governors, United States Postal Service,. Docket No. R71-l, 1-269; PRe Op. R74-1, 1-958-63;
Order No. 84, Octobe~ 7 1975, P? 1-2.

-
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this Conunission determines the boundaries of its proceedings, as
do all administrative agencies, by an application of its basic
statutory authority, the Postal Reorganization Act, and other
governing legal authority to the facts presented to us.

There-

fore, we must look to the facts of record rather than within
the four corners of the documents proffered by the Postal Service in order to determine whether the window
sufficiently related to the
consi~eration

Reta~l Analys~s

servic~

prog:-am is

Program to merit

in this proceeding.

We find that the window service staffing and scheduling
p roqr am should be considered with the facilities deployment
feature because the former is intimately related to the
latter both in fact and in function.
Law Judge noted,

As the Administrative

"RAP as a Postal Service headquarters-

conducted methodology was promoted to the field in a single
package, was largely dependent for fact gathering on data
ob t.a i ned on the same forms and was managed and coordinated

by the same staff."

1/
- More important than their commonali ty

of methodology and origin is the complementary

1:,/

I..D., p , 58.

qual~ty

See USPS Exh. 4; USPS Exh. 24, Pl?

of

134-35.

- 14 the two programs.

As the Postal Service itself recognizes,

facilities deployment and window service staffing and
scheduling are interrelated features of retail service
which must be successively and mutually optimized in order
to provide the optimum level of postal service--in terms of
1/
both postal consumers' demand and cost effectiveness.We therefore agree with the Officer of the Commission that
it is approprlate to consider both "logical parts" in the
"chain of contemplated related actions within an overall
program"

(aOC Reply Brief, p , 36) in order to e.va Lua t e

the Retail Analysis Program with thoroughness.
Furthermore, as we find in the portion of this opinion
concerning thi.s Commission's jurisdiction over RAP under
39 U.S.C.

§

3661

(see pp. 20-24, infra), the window service

feature of the program is capable of producing the same
significant changes in postal services--and thus possesses
the same jurisdictional character--as the facilities deployment aspect of RAP.
Se r v i ce

IS

Therefore, we cannot accept the Postal

recanunended finding that the schedu2.l.ng and

staffi.ng program does not amount to a change in the nature
of postal services within our jurisdiction.
In short. we adopt the Initial Decision's finding that
the window service aspect of the Retail Analysis Program is
an integral component of the program which must be considered
in this advisory opinlon, and we therefore address
aspects of
1/

RAP

~cth

in the followinc discussion.

See USPS- EXh. 12. pp. 1, 5,: USPS Exh. 4, Ch. III, "Ex h i b i.t; 1."

- 15 III.

JURISDICTION OVER THE RAP PROGRAH UNDER 39 U.S.C. § 3661
As the wording of the Postal Service's request indicates,

the Service has espoused throughout this proceeding the position that the Retail Analysis Program does not present a case
of Postal Rate Commission jurisdiction under 39 U.S.C. § 3661.
United Parcel Service concurs with the Postal Service on the
basis of the jurisdictional standard UPS advances in its proposed policy statement.

The Congressional intervenors and the

Officer of the Commission contend that RAP falls within the
Commission's § 3661 jurisdiction, employing different theories
to reach the same resuLt.

Judge

~lorse

found jurisdiction

over Rl\P in both its facilities deployment and window service
aspects (I, D., p. 87).
As stated in the Summa ry of Findings above, we find the
Retail AnaLysis Program does present a case of jurisdiction
under 39 U.S.C. § 3661.

Before discussing the specific

grounds of our finding, howe ve r , we think it important to
treat the general considerations underlying § 3661 jurisdiction.
A.

Competing Policies Involved in the Jurisdictional
Determination

In his succinct discussion of § 3661 jurisdiction in the
1/
Buc!1anan de c i s i o n ,- Ci:::-cui t: ~Judge Godbold adopted a commendably
1/

See Buchanan v. Postal Se!:vice, 508 F.2d 259, 262-64

(5th Cir., 1975).

- 16 cautious approach to the jurisdictional question.

He recog-

nized that, in determining the proper scope of § 3661, "[tlwo
of

thl~

basic policies underlying the Postal Reorganization Act

pull in different directions":

the policy of "vesting in

management the freedom to make decisions without external
constraints" and "the goal of providing to the American people
a public service which is sensltive and responsive to their
1/
needs."- The procedural requirements of § 3661 obviously
impinge upon the managerial decision-making processes of the
Postal Service, and we agree wlth Judge Godbold that this fact
counsels against an overbroad view of the jurisdictional scope
of § 3661.

Furthermore, as we have stated in the ratemaking

context, this Commission has no intention of becoming an
"inspector general" over the operatlonal management of the
2/
Postal Service.- At the same time, however, we note with the
Court of Appeals that the competing consideration--the
imperative that adequate and e==icient postal services be

1/
2/

Id. at 262.
See PRC Op. R71-1,

1-·330; PRe Op.

R74-1, 1-500.
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provided to the public--dictates "a significant and viable
1/
scope of operation for § 366l. n Despite the difficulty of
bridging these potentially conflicting policies, we share
Judge Godbold's conviction that "a balance may be struck
whez eby management. is given the freedom to manage '"i tbout unnecessary limitations and the public is given an opportunity
to present their views on decisions of the Postal Service
2/
which affect them. n This Commission believes that the standards employed in our jurisdictJ.onal findings herein and the
guidelines offered the Postal Service at the conclusion of
this opinion subserve both these policies by giving reasonable
effect to
B.

The

§

3661.
The Determination t.O Effect "A Change in
the Nature of Postal Services"

Admin~strative

Law Judge found in the Initial

Decision that :he Postal Service's adoption of the Retail
Ana Lys i s Program does involve a::'etermination to e f f e c c

what amcurrc s to a change in the ne.t ur e Qf postal services.
He based his flnding on the premise that the e::fect of the
program, rather than the

Serv~ce's

intent in adopting it,

determines whether there has been a "change" under
(I.D.,

h- 9-'~1
)
1__.

1/

I::'. at 264.

~/

re . at 26:::.

§

3661

He also read the legislative history

- 18 of the Reorganization Act to suggest that § 3661 encompasses
changes in the "type, quality, terms, or conditions" of
service (I.D., pp. 72-76), and concluded that the location
of postal facilities and provision of window services
constitute "postal services" for § 3661 purposes (I.D.,
pp. 65-67).

RAP satisfies the criteria above, he held,

for three reasons:

(1)

its purpose is to introduce a

form of decision-making for retail operations based upon
a new methodology, the implementation of which creates
the prospect that retail facilities and operations will be
significantly changed

(LD.,

pp , 19,44);

independent ground for finding a "c.hariqe
a means for determining the

~ype

(2) as an
i

"

RAP provides

of facility to be offered

for the conduct of postal bus1ness (e.o.,
- ..... a manned versus
a self-service facility), which in turn dictates the
services available at such facility

(1.0.

44);

and

(31

the illustrative cases of record in which RAP methodology
has been applied evidence a direct effect on retail
facillty location, thereby directly and substantially
affecting the retail customers served by the installations
invol ved
~he

(L D.

44 / 84·- 8 7) .

Postal Service takes exception to the Law Judge's

finding on several grounds.

It contends that the Initial

Decislon is erroneous because it fails to make either the

-

:.9 -

1/
"quantitative»

determination of impact necessary to estab-

lish whether RAP accomplishes a »change"

(Postal Service Brief

on Exceptions, pp. 10-18) or the "qualitative» assessment of
the program necessary to prove that the "nature" of postal
services has been changed by RAP (Id., pp. 18-19).
The Brief on Exceptions also reiterates that RAP has
"been operated in accordance with its basic purpose:

not to

make changes in general service levels or the way service is
provided throughout the Nation, but to provide and maintain
good service local_yo at: improved levels of efficiency"
p.

4)

(Id.,

Furthermore, the SerVJ.ce argues that RAP wou Ld not

result in a change in the nature of postal services even if it
had been adopted for the purpose of restructuring the entire
Nation's net:work of po s t a I retail facilities, because the record indicates that RAPLS designed generally to maintain
existing levels of postal service with greater cost effectiveness

(I~.,

1:.:-4).

In conclusion. the Service suggest.s that this Commission
should noti.nvolve .i t s eLf in programs like RAP because "the
Commission will not be able tc articulate an answer to the
central jurisdictional question posed by the relevant statutory
~/

The "quantitative-qualitative" distinction drawn by the
Service appears to have its origin in language used by the
Buchanan court.
See 508 F.2d at 262-63.
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provision:

What is the change 1n the nature of postal serv-

ices we are talklng about?"

( Id ., p , 6).

We disagree with the Postal Service's arguments on
exception to the Initial Decision and offer the following
summary answer to the question posed above:

the change in

the nature of postal services inherent in the RAP program
is a significant change in the availability of basic
postal services to the representative postal consumer.
We believe the findings of the Administrative Law
Judge on this issue generally manifest the correct
perspective with regard to the RAP program.

We agree

that the effect of a contemplated program, rather than
the Service's specific intent in adopting it, controls
in establishing whether that program accomplishes a
change in the

nat~re

of postal services.

Furthermore,

we believe that In establishing the existence of such
a "change"

the perspective of those who use postal

services must De paramount.

Therefore, the Service's

claim that RAP is deslgned to mdl.ntai:l existing overall
levels of postal service, and will produce no aggregate
change in the services it

!/

~rovides,

1/
is not controlling.-

To modify an example offered by the Postal Service at
page 5 of its Brief on Exceptions: were the Service to decide
to eliminate mail delivery on Saturdays and substitute Sunday
delivery, we do not believe the Service could be heard to
claim that there had been no "change in the nature of postal
services" because it would continue to provide the same
character and quantity of service as it did before the
change.

- 21 The fact that an action or program is "evolutionary"
and affects a relatively few postal consumers at a time,
or redistributes the services currently provided by the
Postal Service rather than bringing about a net increase
or cutback, does not except that action or program from
the purview of the statute"

It is the experience of the

individual postal consumer, the recipient of the complex
of services provided by the Postal Service and the intended
beneficiary of the policies incorporated by § 3661, that
must be assayed in determining whether an action or program
involves a change in the nature of postal services.
In addition, the prospective character of § 3661 pro-

1/
ceedings-requires this Commission to analyze the potential
effects of the action or program in question.

Ideally, these

potential effects will be evidenced by sufficient prospective
data to allow the formulation of nume r ic a l
total impact.
estimate

~s

estimates of

\-\'ith a program such as RAP, hcwe ve r , a precise

impossible because the diagnostic aspect of

the program wlll itself determine the extent to which changes

2/
in facilities deployment and window services are necessary.
1/
S'=e 39 U.S.:. § 3661(bj:
"the Postal se rv i ce . . . shall
submit.--a proposal
. " within 3. reasonable time prior to the
effective date of such proposal .
II

2/
See Direct Testimonv
McDonald r pp. 7-10.
.

o~

Postal Service

wi~ness

Shirley B.

3BGI
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1/
con sequent.Ly , as Judge Morse :realized, -

it is not possible

to specify all the changes RAP may ultimately produce.

How-

ever, the record in this case does allow us to project the
reasonably foreseeable consequences of the program from its
intrinsic features and the actual changes recommended in
2/
those instances in which RAP has already been implemented.In terms of its intrinsic features, it is clear that
the Retail Analysis Program can effect profound changes in
the accessibility of postal services to a representative
postal consume?::.

The retail facilities to which a postal

consumer has access constitute the primary sources--and in
some instances the exclusive sources--of a number of basic
postal services:
postage, the

the sale of stamps and other forms of

deposi~

of non-letter mail. and the provision

of such special services as registry, insurance, and box
rental.

The full

range~f

services is not available at all

retail facillties nor at all hours of operation of £u11service facilities

y

(Tr.

4/332-35, 341-42).

RAP is concerned

See I. D., p , 86.

2/
In an ideal case, tnis Commission would give only
secondary consideration to the actual results of pilot studies
or partial implementation because such results may be incomplete,
misleading, or inconclusive.
Indeed, if a program is presented
to us at an early stage--which we think is the procedure § 3661
contemplates--there may be no actual results to consider.
In
this case, however, we believe we can utilize the RAP implementation results on the record as a partial inventory of the
qualitative changes the ?rogram can produce because those
results are detailed and well-documented, and no party to the
proceeding has contended that they are unrepresentative or
otherwise objectionable.
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level of services offered in that unit (Tr. 4/339, 342-43),
and so may change the kind of facility to which a postal
consumer has convenient access and the level of retail
servi.ce (including the variable of waiting time) offered
in the f ac i.Li.t.y.

Thus a rep r e aen t a t i.ve postal consumer

may find after the program's implementation in his area
that he no longer has access

~o

one or more postal

services because of changes in the kind of facility deployed
(~.~.,

because of changes from manned facilities to contract

stations or self-service units , or that the waiting time
required by new window service patterns makes impractical
the use of a facility to which he had access.

The Retail

Analysis Program therefore has the potential to affect
drastically the accessibility of basic postal services, and
thus the "nature" of postal services available to the
public.
The actual changes recommended by the RAP methodology
in those illustrative instances of lmplementation we have
before us confirm the abstract possibilities of significant
changes in service.

In Birmingham, Alabama, the program

recommends replacing the

pre-E~xisting

network of 57 retail

outlets (22 manned out.lets and 35 contract stations and
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1/
self-service centers) with a system of 34 outlets,consisting of 10 postal manned facilities, 14 contract
stations, and 10 self-service units.

Significantly, the

Postal Service projects that the recommended deployment
will result in a shift
facilities

1D

business from postal manned

whlch offer the full range of retail services)

to contract stations and self-service centers:

by Fiscal

Year 1979, it e s t Lrna t.e s total revenues in Birmingham will
remain unchanged, but revenues derived from the latter

2/
support facilities will more than double.-

With respect

to window se rvi..ce, the program results recommended a
40 percent reduction in window clerks and a 54.5 percent
reduction in window supervisors (USPS Exh. 14, p. 18).
The changes recomme·r:ded fo r the retail network in
Flushing, New York,Nere less sweeping than those in
Birmingham, but; are s i.m i La.r in character.

Program recom-

mendations r nc Lude the abandonment of two postal manned
facilities and the addition of four contract stations and
two self-service

unit s

(USPS Exh,

._-_ _ _-_ _ _-_._-----,..

...

19, pp . 104-110).

The

... ....

1/
Actually, two alternat1.ve proposals are set out in
the Service's ana Ly s i.s for Birmingham: one provides for
34 outlets (as detailed above) and the other for 32 outlets (9 postal manned, 13 contract stations, and 9 selfservice cent:ers). §.~~ USPS Exh. 14, pp. 11, 27-33.
~/

See Tr. 5/515; USPS Exh . .1.4, ?p. 9, 16.

~j8G'1
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results also provide for a 15.3 percent reduction in total
window clerk hours for t.he Flushing retail network (Id.,
pp. 111-12),
In Dallas, Texas, the application of RAP led to a recommendation of substantial changes which would affect 67 percent of
the existing postal manned retail facilities.

The recommenda-

tions include vacating four postal manned facilities, reloeating seven such facilities, and establishing seven new
contract stations and one new postal manned facility (USPS
Exh. 18, pp. 60-79).

In addition, the program results

recommend changes i.n thE services provided at nine facilities, most of which changes relate to lockboxes and
parkinq (Id., pp. 60-76).

-

-

With respect to window service,

the program results recommend a 44 percent reduction from
the level which existed

prior to RAP implementation:

per c e nt; pr-oduoed by the recommended restructuring

Dallas retall network and 25

~ercent

0

f

19

the

produced by the
1/

recommended schedulinq and st:iffing changes.In light of the recommendations for Birmingham, Flushing,
and Dallas summarized a.!:;ove,l'le find a substantial probability
that implementation of the Retail Analysis Program will effect
significant changes in the accessibility of basic postal

!/

See USPS Exh. 18, p. 21; 1.0., p. 79; :'r. 6/656, 664; 7/697.
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services to representative postal customers.

The character of

the facilities deployment and window service changes recommended involves an appreciable alteration in the type of
postal services offered to the public (because of changes in
the categories of postal retail facilities deployed) and the
quality of postal services made available (owing to both
facilities deployment changes and window service changes within facilities).

We therefore adopt the Initial Decision's

finding that the Retail Ana Ly si.s Program involves a Postal
Service determination to effect a "change in the nature of
postal services.
C.

N

The "Nationwide or Substantially Nationwide"
Character of the Program

The Administrative Law

~Judge

found that RAP wiLl. gene-

rally affect service on a natlonwide basis because the breadth
of Lts impact. evidenced by its hierarchical dissemination
from Postal Service headquarters and its implementation at
multiple locations in different areas throughout the country,
demonstrates .i. ts nat.ionwide characteristics (I. D. 115).
found t.hat the almost

u~iversal

He

availability, and in some

r eq i.on s the mandatory Lmp Lemerrt a t i.on , of the RAP methodology
creates the potential for significant changes in service over
a broad geographical area.

Moreover, the significant changes
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in facili.ties location and window service recorrunended as
the result of the program's implementation in Birmingham,
Flushing, and Dallas also illustrate the nationwide
character of the program (1.0., pp. 78-79).
The Postal Service alleges in its Brief on Exceptions
that the Law Judge corrunH:ted plain legal error in his treatment
of this jurlsdictional criterion.

The Service first contends

that the Judge erred by failing to find whether the facts
support a conc].usion that RAP will have a "general effect"
on service, thereby reading the words "generally affect
serv~ce"

out of the statute (USPS Brief on Exceptions, p. 19).

The facts of record are, the Service adds, plainly insufficient
to show the requisite general impact.

Secondly, the Postal

Service argues that the Initial Decision misconstrues the
statutory r equ i r emen t. of a "nationwide or substantially
nationwide" change and errs by rejecting the Service's
position that t.he program's a.ccomplishment of only "scattered
local changes", despite its nationwide availability, renders
RAP non-jurisdictional.

'l~he

p r oqz am must make a change in

the overall service level ln the nation as a whole, the
Service contends; the Initlal Decision's conclusion that
the

~nationwide"

requirement can be met by local changes in

service that de not amount

t:O:i

net change in overall

nationwide service levels is "unsupportable"

(Id., p. 24).

38G'I
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We believe the findings of the Administrative Law
Judge on this issue are sound, and disagree with the position
advanced by ehe Postal Service.

First, we do not accept

the proposition that the "generally affect" language of
§

3661 requires a determination that the Initial Decision

failed to make.

The Service alleges that a finding of the

program's "general effect on service" or "general impact"
is required, but does not specify the criteria to be
1/
employed in making thlS finding.- We believe that the
Judge's findings that "the illustrative experience in
the cities identified constitutes a showing of significant
effect on users generally"

(I D., P

84), and that the

program involves "changes of slgniflcance" with respect
to the provision of postal services represent an adequate
finding that the Retail Ana Ly s is Program "generally affects"
postal services.
We also disagree with the SerVlce's contention that
a program must accomplish a net change in the overall level
of services provided throughout the nation to be "nationwide
1/ The Postal Service's Brief on Exceptions seems to suggest

i standard in the statement that "effect on the general class
of postal users clearly is a requirement found by the Court
of Appeals" (p. 22, n. 11). However, the Service seems to
contemplate a wholly d i f fe r e n t; criterion when it contends that
"I k l nowing the facts of R.l\P, no one could reach the conclusion
that postal customers throughout the nation will generally be
affected by the program--let a~one affected in the substantial
way indicated by the statutory term 'change in the nature of
postal seL"vices'." £?..,:J. 22
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As we have stated above, the

relevant perspective is that of the representative postal
consumer.

If a significant number of postal customers

experience the requisite change in service in their local
areas, and these local areas cover a "broad geographical
1/
area '" as suggested by t.he Court of Appeals, - we believe that
the change

LS

"nationwide or substantially nationwide"

re-

gardless of whether the local changes produce an aggregate
change in the level of postal services provided by the
Postal Service.

Therefore, as we noted in the preceding

section concerning the "change in the nature of postal
services," t:he RAP program's aggregate effect does not
necessarily

de~ermine

its jurisdictional quality.

Our above comments should not be read to imply that
this Commission will assert jurisdiction over ".scattered
local changes"

in postal services which are not the products

of an identlfiable decision or program of the Postal Service,
nor that we propose

~o

extend the exercise of our § 3661

jurlsdiction from a general plan cr program before us to
the spe c i.f i,c applications thereof.

He believe that § 3661 (b)

is predicated upon the assumption that changes in the nature
of postal services, however widespread or significant, must
1/
See Buchanan v. Postal Service, 508 F.2d 259, 263
(5thCir., 197':;).

3HG~J
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be the results of a "determination" of the Postal Service
in the form of a discrete managerial decision or program in
order to be considered.

Also, our inquiry under § 3661

will ordinarily extend no further than is necessary to
determine whether a proposed 3.ction or program is for a
proper object and reasonably well-adapted to its effectuation.
If implementatl.on of such a plan produces local effects
which are felt to be improper under the policies of the
Act, the complaint provisions of § 3662 are the appropriate
avenue for

rel~ef.

We believe this approach is consistent

with both the Fifth Circuit's analysis in the Buchanan
decision
under

§

and a cautiously balanced view of our jurisdiction
366 .

The intrinsic ::eatures of the Retail Analysis Program
and the contemplated implementation evidenced on the record
do establish, we believe, that the program is indeed "nationwide".

The facilities deployment aspect of the program

app Li.e s to post offices with f i.ve or more branches (Tr. 1/15556), and the scheduling and staffing component is available
to all postal retail facilities

(Tr. 7/701).

The latter por-

tion of the program is thus nationwide in the broadest sense,
and the deployment aspect can:Je expected to app2.y to the

1/
largest post offices in the most populous areas of the country.1/

See

aae

Brief in

Oppos~tion

to Exceptions, p. 30 n. 1.
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It is therefore clear--at: least in terms of categorical
availability--that the very universality of the program
renders it nsubstantially nationwide,"

as the Administrative

Law .Judge found.
In addition to the program's categorical applicability
to postal reta:Ll facilities nationwide, the contemplated
pattern of implementation corroborates its nationwide potential.

The program is to be applied in 40 new locations

annually (USPS Exh. 12, p , 2), and at least two of the five
po s t al field regions, the Southern and Eastern, have made RAP
Lmp Lemen t a t i.on mandatory

Data for the

w~ndow

(USPS Exhs. 5, 12; I.D., p. 83).

service aspect of the program are gathered

wherever t he f ac i l i ties deployment methodology is applied
(USPS Exh. 4,

"Workhour and Window Transaction Survey,"

pp. 3-6), and the number of window service surveys already
conducted suggests that the staffing and scheduling portion
of the program will be applied in considerably more locations
chan will the facilities deployment component (I.D., pp. 23-24)
Against the background of t he Postal Service's system-wide
1/
manoat e in its Principal Management Objective 2.3.5- to
1/
Principal Management Objective 2.3.5 declares as a goal
the implementation of "nat:ionally coordinated local systems
of customer service and delivery service facilities, locally
integrated with the nationwide general mail and bulk mail
systems."
See USPS Exh. 12, p. 111-40; Tr. 8/929.

:3871
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coordinate local customer service facilities with nationwidemail
is

l~kely

syste~s,

we believe that the contemplated plan

to result in nationwide implementation of the

program.
'rherefore, it is the opinion of this conunissionthat
the Retail Nlalysis Program constitutes a determination by
the Postal Service "that

~here

should be a change in the

nature of postal services which will generally affect
service on a nationwlde or substantially nationwide basis,"
and that the program is thus within our jurisdiction under
39 U.S.C. § 3661.

- 33 IV.

'rHE MERITS OF THE RETAIL ANALYSIS PROGRAM
A.

Introduction
1.

The Purpose and Scope of Our Advisory
Opinion on the Merits

Before addressing the Retail Analysis Program on its
merits, we believe that a few remarks are in order regarding the purpose and scope of this portion of our opinion.
'ehe pertinent provisions of the Reorganization Act
require this Corrunission 'co consider all the Act's applicable
policies when formulating an advisory opinion under § 3661.
Section 36611a) of title 39 specifically requires the Postal
Service to "develop and promote adequate and efficient
postal services."

Section 3661(c) broadens our perspective

by requiring t hat, "It] he opinion shall be in writing and
shall include a certification by each corrunissioner agreeing
with t.he opinion that in n i s ]udgment the opinion conforms
to the policies established under this title."

Thus our

advisory opinion jurisdiction under § 3661 requires a
comprehensive examination of the consistency of actions
and programs proposed by the Postal Service with the
relevant policies to be found throughout title 39.
In this proceeding, we believe that our inquiry into
the rne r i.t.s of R.A.P must focus on two questions:

(1) whether

the program conforms, in terms of its stated objectives,
to the policles of
and

t21

§

3661 and the remainder of title 39;

whether the methodology employed in the proaram

-
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is sufficiently sound to enable the program to meet
those objectives.

This two-part. analysis is required

here because of the nature of J:<P.P--the Post.al Service
in this instance proposes to advance certain objectives
by the application of a methodology which is both
diagnostic and corrective.

Therefore, the results of

the p r oq r am ' s implementation cannot be known in advance,
and it is necessary to appraise the program's eventual
effects from the goals toward

~hich

it is directed and

the soundness of its methodological details.

For these

reasons, we address both the latter in weighing the merits
of the Retail Analysis Program.
2.

Description of the Eetail Analysis Program
i·1ethodology.
ci.

Program Organization and Data Gathering
(i)

Loc a L Coordinator and Training

The postmaster of an office undergoing a RAP study
is instructed to select a local coordinator to conduct
the study and formulate the recommendations (Tr. 2/158)
Among other criteria for selection it is urged that the
coordinator shouJ.d be "someone who has your complete
confidence .

should have extensive operating knowledge

in the retaiL.ng area,
1/

1/

should know the community. ,,-

Exhibit 4, Chapter III, pages 2-3.

-
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The coordinator is responsible for gathering the preliminary data, conducting the surveys, compiling and analyzing
the data, and formulating the deployment and staffing
reco~nendations.

conducted (Exh.

Two one-week training sessions are

4, Chap. 5).

In these sessions the

coordinators receive instruction in all aspects of the
program.
(ii)

RAP Surveys

Over a two-week sample period data is gathered
for four groups of retail customers.

The customer groups

are identified as walk-in, self-service, lock box, and
meter.

The selection of sample time is generally left to

local management with the provision that high seasonal
demand periods, such as Christmas, be excluded

(Tr. 4/383).

At the same time, the Customer Attitude Survey may be
conducted.
Each retail clerk records the data

Walk-In Customers.

indicated below on Forms 369 and 370 during the sample period
(two weeks at each manned outlet and one week at contract facillties).

The amount

(If

time spent at the various categories

of work performed by retail clerks is collected
Chap.

6, p. P-3).

(Exh.

4,

At each retall window, data is

collected for every custclmer.

?he clerk notes the type,

-
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number, and revenue of the transactions of each customer
(Tr. 2/159).

Each half hour the number of customers in

line is recorded.

For every tenth customer the address

and zip code)f the stop made immediately prior to the
arrival at the post offlce and the address and zip code
of his next stop (last stop - next stop) are recorded
(Tr" 2/159)"

In the early stages of RAP the home and

business addresses of the tenth customer were also
obtained, but this datil is no longer gathered (Tr. 5/427).
Self Service Customer Survey.

Form 368-X is completed

for every tenth customl!r at a self service postal center
(SSPC) during the survey period.

The type and value of the

transactiO!l and the last stop - next stop information is
obt.a i.rie d

(Tr.

4/395, 5/455-(7).

In addition, data concern-

inq the type of trip, mode of transportation used, frequency,
parking facilities, location, and operation of the SSPC are
gat:hered.
Lock Box Customer

Surv~>

By a questionnaire distributed

to every fifth lock box customer, the address and zip code at
which lock box mall is opened and processed are obtained for
a sample of customers (Exh. 4. Chap. 6; Tr. 5/463-64, 503).

-

Meter Customer

Surv~.
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From Form 3610 the coordinator

obtains the address where the meter is located, route number,
and annual meter postage revenue for every tenth meter customer
(Exh. 4, Chap. 6; Tr. 5/4651.
Customer Attitude
obtains

Sur~.

The Customer Attitude Survey

demographic and attitudinal data relating to existing

offices for customers.

Use of this survey is not required.

number of RAP areas have chosen not to use this survey
(Tr. 5/483).

Postal Service cites as one reason for not

using the survey that rtif they are in a hurry to get
the other data and to finish up, they may decide that
this is not absolutely
b.

essent~al

to them"

(Tr. 5/484).

Analysis of Data and Decision Making
(i)

Facilities Deployment

Facilities deployment analyses are performed for
only post offices with five or more branches and
stations.

The networks of smaller offices are less

complex and may be adeguat.ely analyzed without the RAP
methodology

(Tr. 4/3821.

For facilitles deployment purposes three sets of
maps of customer demand are prepared by use of a computer
program.

One map of each set utilizes the information

A

3877
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gathered during the survey period and the other map
reflects adjustments based on a five-year growth forecast
performed by the coordinator (Tr. 2/160-1).

One set is

prepared for walk-in customers and self-service customers.
The revenues generated by the transactions of the tenth
walk-·in or self-service cu.s t.orne r , obtained from Forms 370
and 36B-X, are assigned one half to the carrier route
serving the last stop of the customer and one half to the

1/
route serving the customer's next stop- (Tr. 5/429).
Within the computer the revenues are summed for each
route and a map is printed denoting the revenue level
2/

by a figure 1 to 9 and X,

-'

center of the carrier route

located at the geographical
(T~.

5/431-3).

Similar maps

are prepared for lockbox customers and meter customers
(T:::-.

2/160-1).

For these cu s t.orne r qroups, demand is not

assigned to the routes serving the last stop - next stop,
but t.o the route serving the est.ablishment where the mail
is opened and processed, i.e., the location of the meter.
The coordinator identifies demand areas represented on the maps.

Demand a=eas a=e concentrations or

1/
A map tracking customer demand as measured by the
numbe:r of transactions rather':han the level of revenue
may also be produced at the option of the coordinator.
2/
Revenues of less than $500 are represented by a
"1" and revenues greater than 5200,000 are represented
by an "X".
See Tr. 5/534.

387H
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y

clusters of closely located carrier routes.

The

demarcation of a demand area is not a precise procedure in that "[w]hat you consider to be a demand
area varies and the local coordinator must use his
judgement based on terrain, conditions and the nature
of the area"

('1'r. 5/414).

Summary data describing the retail transactions
incurred durina the survey period are also obtained
for each postal location

(Tr. 2/162).

This printout

denotes the revenues and volu:ne for each type of
retail transaction.
The

coord~nator

locations of existing

will overlay maps showing the
facil~ties

and their service
2/
areas on the current demand map- (Tr. 2/162). After
comparison of the existing network with the demand
areas clusters and review of the transact::"on sur:unary
data, the coordinator is able to evaluate the existing
deployment and identify areas o f unsatisfied demand or
oversupplied service

(Tr. 2/162)

After review of the

1/

To aid in identifying demand areas, carrier routes
~ith low levels of demand (revenues under $10,000 per
year, represented by a number 1essthan 6) are not
printed cn the map (Tr. 5/410-11).
2/
All maps are reproduced on transparencies to allow
Ior ove r Lay i.nq .
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growth forecast, the coordinator makes a determination
as to which facilities should be consolidated, eliminated, relocated, replaced by another type of facility,
made larger or smaller, lind where new facilities
should be established to create a po s t.aL network which
is more closely aligned wi t h retail demand patterns and
serves the area in a more cost-effective manner.
The r ecommendat.a.on s of the coordinator are presented
to "the Postmaster and his top staff, the District
Manager and his

Cus~orner

Services Manager, and regional

and headquarters managers involved in the program"

ITr. 2/163).

rhe recommendations are discussed with the postmaster and other managers and
formalized.

2;

redeployment plan is

From this p01nt forward the previously

established procedures for construction and funding
are followed"
(ii)
Window service

W~ndow

Service Staffing and
Scheduling

staff~ng

and scheduling analyses

are conducted at ali afflees which undergo facilities
deployment aurve y s .

In addition. the analysis has

been performed in statiOYls and branches for 58 other

offices (I.D., p. 24).

3HdO
4,", -

The program is designed for

use in individual facilities.
For analysis of window service the data for every
transaction occurring on the first Wednesday, and the
second Monday and Wednesday of the survey period are
utilized.

The three days of data are merged to yield

a representative day of window service transactions
(Tr. 6/566).
This data operates as the input to a queuing, or
waiting line, model simulation of the window service
retall function.

The window service operation is

viewed as a single channel, multi-server queuing model
(Tr. lO/1277).

Customers are treated as arriving at

the post office, entering a single queue or line,
advancing to the first available server or window,
1/
and completing their transaction- (Tr. 10/1281). The
time necessary to service a transaction is constant
withln each type of transaction, but varies between
types of transactions (Tr. 6/565).

The service times

were developed f r om a survey of window transactions in

1/
The computer model treats each transaction as an
arrival to the system as opposed to recognition of
multi-transaction customers (Tr. 10/1278).

3881
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(Tr" 6/565).
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Waiting time for a customer is

defined as the t.ime from entry in the post offices until
the window

1S

reached.

The computer simulat:ion allows the local coordinator to control the number of open windows for every
fifteen-minute interval throughout the day (Tr. 10/1283).
The coordinator first runs the simulation with the
representatlve day data and the existing window service
staffing schedule

(Tr. 5/507).

The results yielded by

the computer are the average waiting time for customers
who waited, the number and percentage of customers who
waited, information regarding the system at its busiest
time, a histogram of service oacklog by time of day,
and a waiting time frequency distribution (Tr. 6/566,
Exh.

4, Chafl. VII).
The results are compared with a set of criteria.

Headquarters staff provides the suggested criteria
below, but the coordinator
numerical values

(Tr.

lS

free to change the

6/582-]1:

- approximately 1/2 of all customers
should wait
average waiting time for those who
wait should not exceed 2 minutes
- maximum waiting time should not
exceed 10 minutes
- no more than 10 percent of all
customers should wait more than
s . ': minutes.
(Tr. 6/567)

/;
3 'h. "°.).')

'-...I
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If the results satisfy the criteria and the coordinator
believes the staffing schedule to be satisfactory, he
will run the staffing schedule with the data for Monday,
generally the busiest day of the three-day representative day, to insure that the schedule will adequately
serve the high demand day (Tr. 6/567-8).
is free to stop the analysis.

If so, he

Otherwise, the coordi-

nator will examine the output to determine where
additional windows may be opened or superfluous windows
may be closed to provide a better fit of service with
demand.

After adjustment of ::ne parameters of the model

to reflect the coordinator's changes in the staffing
schedule, the model is run again.

The output is again

cornpered wit.h the criteria and examined for potential
improvements.

At any point where the criteria are met

andt.he syst.em is not overburdened on Monday 1 the
coordinator may stop and

incor~orate

the particular

trial staffing as his recommendation.
The coordinator 's reconunendation is presented to
the station superintendent.

After discussion with the

coordinator, the superintendent is free to make whatever
modificatior. Ln the e x i s t i.riq schedule that he deems
necessary (1r. 6/588-9).

- 44 B.

The Retail Analysis Program Conforms to the Policies
of § 3661 and the Remainder of Title 39.

The Administrative Law .Judge found that the Retail AnalyProgram, although susceptible of substantial improvement,
nevertheless conforms to the policies established under
title 39 of. the United StatEls Code (I.D., pp. 116/ 117).

No

party to this proceeding takes exception to this finding of
the Initial Decision.
We agree ,;"itb the Adrru n i.s t r at.Lve Law Judge that RAP conforms to the policies establlshed by title 39.
the Initial Decision, RAP

lS

As found in

primarily intended "to introduce

rational decision making in developing marketing strategy for
retail operations, including location and staffing" (I.D.,
1/
p , 19). Tr-ds obj act i sre is commendable in i tsel f, inasmuch
as the record shows that prlor to the program's formulation
the deployment, staffing and scheduling of postal retail

2/
facilities were not guided by service-oriented criteria.More importantly, the se rv Lce intends to employ this new
met.hodology in order to achieve an informed balance
between maximizing the availability of postal retail

1/ See Direct Testimony of Postal Service witness
Shi.rley B. McDonald, p, ,.,
~/

See p , 4 I n . 1 and P>

J,

n,

1,

~upr,:,:.
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services to the mailing public and providing those services
in the most cost-effective manner.

Y

The Services's

pursui t of this balance s cb s e r ve s a number of the policies
established in the Reorganization Act.
First, its attention to cost-effectiveness in providing
retail services carries cut the general policy
efficiency declared in such provisions as 39
2010, 3621, and 366l(a).

0=

operational

u.s.c.

§§

403(a),

Its consideration of the counter-

balancing value of increasing the availability of retail
services to the public is responsive to the policy declared
in

§

366l(a)

~hat

the Postal Service develop postal services

that are adequate as well. as efficient, and obeys the command
of

§

:01(a)

that the Service "shall provide prompt. reliable,

and efficient services to patrons in all areas."
Furthermore, the progran's qoals are consistent wi t.h
§

101(g) 's admonition

new postal facilicies,

that "[iln planning and building
the Postal Service shall emphasize

the need for facilities and equipment designed to create

. a maximum degree

0:

ccnvenience =or efficient

. and contro1 of costs

Y

See Request of the Postal Service r p. 2:
"Making
existing services more readily accessible to more customers
and doing so in a cost-effective manner are the twin goals
of local management that Rll,.P seeks to make more attainable."

- 46 to the Postal

Service,~

and are perfectly congruent

with § 403(b) (3), which imposes upon the Service the
responsibility "to establish and maintain postal
facilities of such character and in such locations
that postal patrons throughout the Nation will,
consistent with reasonable economies of postal
operations, have ready access to essential postal
services."
Therefore, we find that the Retail Analysis
Program conforms, in terms o f
to the relevant: policies

its stated objectives,

establ~shed

under title 39.

We next. consider the success with which the program
can be expected to achieve these laudable objectives.
C.

The Methodology Employed in the Retail Analysis
Program, Although Susceptible of Substantial
Improvement, is Sufficiently Sound to Enable the
Program to Meet Its Stated Objectives.

As presently implemented, the RAP methodology is a
definite improvement over past procedures.

Prudently

practiced, the program will allow the Postal Service to
go far towards achieving its stated goals.
shortcomings do exist in the methodology.

However,
These defi-

ciencies are cor ne ct.ab Le , either upon their face or upon
study as to underlying untested assumptions.

The problem

- 47 areas in the methodology can cause distortions of the
information available to the coordinator.

The inaccuracies

introduced by the deficiencies in offices where the program
has already been conducted do not appear to have seriously
jeopardized the results.

However, the deficiencies cited

herein, if left uncorrected, may result in serious distortion
of information in future implementation of the program.
1.

Program Organization and Data Gathering
Should Be Improved by Providing Better
Training for Local Coordinators.

Witness App Lebaurn for aae, while endorsing the use
of local staff as coordinators, raises a question as to
the adequacy of the training program provided by the
headquarters staff (Tr. 9/977, 994-5).

aae contends that

"[w]hat is most critical in developing a training program
is that the trainers must have high-level professional
expertise in the science and art of market and store
location research"

(Tr. 9/994).

suggests "the training program"

In addition, Applebaum
be expanded to include

an under s t.and.i nq of the underly:.ng scientific concepts,
the ava i Lab i.Li.t.y of further market and demographic data,
research methodology, follow-up study procedures, and
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provide guidelines, criteria, and analogs (Tr. 9/995).
We are sympathetic with the OOC recommendations
for improvements in the training program.

It is

imperative that the program, the results of which may
reshape the entire postal network within a metropolitan
area, provide the most thorough training to the extent
practicable.

Headquarters staff must also analyze the

queries of local coordinators to headquarters and conduct
a follow-up s t.udy of its own by questioning former
coordinators as to the adequacy of their training and
problems incurred during

F~P.

We therefore recommend

that the Postal Service consider supplementing the training
program as suggested by OOC wit.ness Applebaum to the extent
practicable.
2.

Data Analyses Should Be corrected and
Supplemented to Assure Sound Decision
j)!laking.
d.

The Facilities Deployment Methodology
Should be Improved.

'l'he "last stop/next stop" methodology.

RAP is an

innovative approach to postal facilities deployment
planning in that it tracks the location of demand and
identifies clusters of concentrated demand, called demand
areas.

As noted earlier, demand is tracked by assignment
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of the revenue of the tenth walk-in or self-service
customer on a 50-50 split of the carrier routes serving
the customer's last stop and next stop.

Demand areas are

delineated by the coordinator on a judgmental basis on
maps presenting this data aggregated over the survey
period.
ties

15

A criterion for evaluating locations for faciliits proximity to the demand area.

In evaluating the demand t.racking methodology, the
Adm.in i s t r a c i.ve ::Oaw ,Judge s t a t ed, "[t.] his hearing officer
is not satisfied that last-stcp/next-stop analysis as
utilized by PAP provides credible data for determining
trading areas as the basis for positioning retail facilities"

(I.D., p. 92)..

Ra t.he r than tracking demand to the

last stop and next stop, he found that demand should be
assigned in total to its origin of the trip to the post
office (I.D., p. 96),
Absent information which

~ustifies

an alternative

means of tracking, we agree that demand should be traced
to its origin.

The Serv:.ce clains that the following

justifies the last stop - next stop methodology:
Pilot studies conducted by the Postal
Service in 1972 showed a relationship
between last stop, next stop information and station effectiveness. As
explained to Postmaster General Klassen
in a briefing in January 1973 (Exhibit
4, Part I, pp. 18-28). conveniently
located stations',.;ithi.n "d erna nd " areas
plotted from last stop. next step data
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were busy and cost effective while those
located outside such demand areas were
poorly utilized and overly expensive.
(USPS Brief on Exceptions, p. B-2)
The relationship indicated above is not conclusive.

Accord-

ing to the Service's methodology, the revenues from a
postal transaction will be assigned 100 percent to the route
serving the customer's origin if the trip to the post
office is a one stop trip.

In the event that the post

office visit is the first or last stop on a multi-stop
trip, one half of the revenue would be assigned to the
route serving the origin"

The same assignments wou Ld be

made if the customer's last stop or next stop were on
the same route as the origin.

The extent to which the

above typify postal shopping trips is not developed on
this record.

However, it. would appear that the above

examples characterize a highly significant proportion
of the postal shopping trips made by retail service
consumers, in which ca se s either all or half of the
transaction's revenues should be assigned to the
~jditionally, the~last

stop - next

orig~n.

sto~'methodology

holds an inherent bias towards the existing postal
ne t wo rk ,

As Dr"

~1onroe,

for the

ace, explained:

It is possible that a customer visits
a particular shopping area only when
he/she knows a visit tc the postal
facillty is necessary.
Otherwise, a
normal shopping tr~p ~hat joes not

38~JO
- 51 include the post office would take
the person elsewhere.
(Tr. 10/1164)
If a post office stop is an interim stop on a shopping
trip at or near a particular shopping area and the
shopping area is visited only because a post office
is located there,

~ast

stop - next stop" information

will give the erroneous implication that the post
office is we:.l Located because the customer did his
other

shoppi~g

opposite.
the post

nearby.

The actual case is quite the

The other stores were visited only because
off~ce

was nearby and not as part of a normal,

more convenient, pattern.
Demand tracking
met.hodo Loq.i.e s

w i Ll.

by

"last stop - next .stop" and origin

yield similar demand mappings to the

extent that postal stopS are not transit stops on multistop shopping trips.

' .
T n:LS
very well could have been the

case i.n the 3irmingham, ,il.,,':" pilot study.

However, the

Service no longer maintal.ns horne and work address data
which would a Ll.ow for det e rrn.i.net Lon of the differences
in demand tracking

~etween

the methodo:ogl.es (Tr. 5/427)

The existence of only minor differences would not invalidate
demand tracklngs based on"last stop - next
but even in

tha~

stc~'methodology,

case the continued use of the latter

would not be justified.

-
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Therefore, we conclude that tha Service has not
offered sufficient justification for use of the "last
stop - next

sto~'methodology.

Transaction revenue

assignments should be made in full to the route serving
the origin of the trip and the data gathering forms
modified to include the necessary queries.

Improvement

of demand tracking me t.hodo Loqy should not stop here.
A study of postal customer behavior should be made to
determine the appropriateness of substitution of the
"last stop - next

sto~·methodology.

"last stop - next

sto~' ineormatio~

In the interim, the

should continue to be

gathered so that coordinators may view the extent to which
it tracks with

(Jrig~n information~

Uniform treatment oE demand areas.
fundamental importance t.hat

thE:~

the coordinators adequately

re~lect

It is

0:

demand areas drawn by
actual demand areas.

As explained above, the selectlon of demand areas rests
on the coord::.na"(;.or's ]udqement.
basis for evaluating the

The demand areas are a

adeq~acy

of existing offices

and fer planning of new or relocated facilities.

Without

standardized criteria for the selection of demand areas,
there is no gua:::-antee thai: t wc equally trained coordinators would ma r k the same de mand areas, nor would -:'he
same 8oordinato:::- choose

~he

same areas on another day.
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The Service should prepare a standard which would give
guidance as to what revenue levels and demographic
standards comprise a demand area.

This standard should

not give a rigid formula for demand area selection, yet
it should allow for some uniformity of selection.
Presently coordinators are allowed to print out
demand maps which track demand by number of transactions
rather than revenue when they feel it is necessary
(Tr. 5/475-8).

Postal Service Witness McDonald describes

a procedure by ·...,hich coordinators would compare the
values assigned to each route for beth revenue and transaction demand data (Tr. 5/478).

The record provides no

rule for de t.e rm i.n i.nq which differences be t.we en revenue
and transaction data are significant enough to warrant
examination of the transaction

~ap.

A guideline such

as the following should be provided to the coordinators:
Print a demand map by transactions if:
1)

~%

of the routes vary in their

:1u.'Tlerioal demand ::-2presentation, or
2)

'i% of the routes vary by two or more

digits in their numerical demand
:~epresentation'.

The numerical values for X and
by headquarters staff.

.~

should be determined
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Mail user input into facilities deployment decision
making.

We believe that the present RAP methodology fails

adequately to identify postal retail customers' shopping
behavior and demand in part because it does not necessarily
consul t. such customers

I

subject.ive preferences.

Customers

are never asked where they wOu'ld prefer the post office to
be located.

Nor are they asked if t.hey varied from a

normal shopping routine t:CJ v i s i t: the post office.

On':"y

the optional Customer Attitude Survey obtains information
as to customer habit. and demographics.
As also urged by the Administrative Law Judge, we
recommend that the Customer Att i.t.ude Survey be made
mandatory to include Lnqu i.r y as to customer habits and
preferences (I.D., p. 93).

It would seem reasonable to

administer the expanded Customer Survey to every tenth
walk-in or self-service customer or to inquire as to the
type of transaction of the customer.

In this manner it

can be determined if attitudes vary by type of transaction,
which would indicate a shortcoming with respect to the
provision of a particular transaction .
.A lso, RAP does not r-equ i re local coo r d Lna t.o r s or

postmasters to solicit commen-:s from mail users with
regard torecomrnended deployr:le;1t c hariq e s

(Tr. 6/601).

- 55A recommendation by a RAP coordinator is, by no means, a
guarantee of implementation or redeployment.

The recom-

mendations are subject to discussion and evaluation by
local and district officials and RAP managers from the
region and headquarters (Tr. 2/163).

In general, the

standard procedures for capital investment projects are
followed for the building of any new facility.
RAP has no input from customers :::-egarding location
preference.

We believe there should be such input.

We

would also recommend that the Service seek comments from
potentially affected mail users, in addition to those who
are members of customer ccuncils and others who are major
users, prior to final commitment to building a new facility
or eliminating an existing facility.

Adequate notification

of a proposed change and a request for comments could be
accomplished through notices in local newspapers, placards
in the office and neighboring offices, or a mailing to
potentially affected users.
b.

'rhe Nindow Service Scheduling and Staffing
Methodology Should Be Improved.

Verification of the Service's window service criteria.
The only inst=uctions provided to the local coordinator
as to when he has arrived at a staffing schedule which he
should incorporate as his recommendation is t.hat:

-
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1)

the criteria are meti and

2)

the proposed staffing schedule does not
overburden the facility on the Monday of
the three-day sample period.
(Tr. 6/567-8)

It appears that the headquarters'

RAP staff made

only modest efforts to determine the appropriateness of
the suggested criteria and the values for the criteria
(Tr. 6/580-1).

ooe

'rhe Administrative Law Judge joined the

in caillng for Postal Service to conduct a study of

the criteria with major emphasis on the "irritation
threshold"

factor

(1.0.

r

p. 97;

ooe

Brief, p. 185).

The

Service has argued that such a study is unnecessary as
~)del

the staffing

gives local management the opportunity

to test alternative staffings and determine which staffing
schedule is

prope~

local conditions

given the criteria and knowledge of

(USPS Brief on Exceptions, p. B-7).

Addi tionally, the ServicE' argues that the coordinator
has the right to change the values of criteria from those
suggested by headquarters if he has reason to believe they
do not apply.

That a coordinator has the right to change

the criteria values does not mean that the non-applicable
values will be changed.

It is headquarters' responsibility

to insure that the suggested criteria they supply are

-

viable for most offices.
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If the criteria values are

properly determined, the occasions in which adjustments
will be necessary will be few and the signal of nonapplicability can be expected to be rather obvious.

The

Service should undertake reasonable study as to the
proper levels of irritability thresholds and values of
the other criteria.

A variety of vehicles exist for a

study of this kind.

The A.dministrative Law Judge r e com-

mended expansion of the Customer Attitude Survey (I.D.,
p. 98).

Also serving the need would be an independent

survey.

We endorse use of either method.

Optimization
of service levels
and cost-effectiveness.
- •
.,::.:.-.::..:::-.:::..=:..::.:;=..::.;::--:=.:
,.:..=-=-.,.==-=--=::..::...::......;=.=.::.:::.:::....:...:::.:::.:::..:::.:::.
The guidelines er "stopping rule N for determining the proper
staffing schedule are only a step in the right direction
for the queuing analysis.

Any schedule which satisfies

the criteria and does not overburden the facility on
the Honday of the survey day can be utilized as the
coordinator's reconunendatiol1.

In

110

way is it i:1sured

that considerable improvements in service cannot be
obtained with little change in the manpower or that
considerable manpower cannot be saved while sacrificing
little in terms of service.

The optimization model

proposed by t ne Administrative .Law Judge has merit, but

3897
-
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it would have been more appropriate to undertake this
consideration at the developmental stage of the program
(I.D •• p. 98-100).

Still. the Postal Service should develop

a "stopping rule" which would bet.ter assure that recommended
solutions maximize both cost effectiveness and the level of
service provided.

We urge the Service to do so.

Recognition of variations

~n

service time.

Postal

Service takes exception to the Law Judge's recommendations
with respect to study of variations z,n service time for
each category of transaction (Postal Service Brief on
Exceptions. p. B-8; 1.0., p. 100).

In part, Postal Service

rejects the aclvice "because it would be counter-productive
from an incentive point of view to gear our staffing to
anything less than a typically productive employee"
Service Brief on Exceptions, p. B-8).

(Postal

The method of

randomly generated se r v Lce times from a known distribution
posed by

aoe

Witness Kochman and endorsed by the Judge

(in the event study showed significant variations in
service time) would gear staffing to the average employee
(Tr. 10/1290-3; I.D .•. p. 1(0).

It: would recognize that

not every registry transaction takes exactly X seconds
and that every money order takes Y seconds, but that these
times are distributed in a known fashion from the 100 city
survey of sample times with mean X and Y respectively (Tr. 6/565).

- 59 We recommend this approach to the Service.

Study of this

matter would not require a qreat data gathering effort.
Presumably the information from the 100 city survey is
still available and would be suitable for such an analysis.
Allowing for multi-transaction customers.

The

queuing model for window service st.affing and scheduling
analysis treats each transaction as an arrival,

!.~.,

as if it was brought to the window by a different customer.

ooe Witness Kochman's example ITr.

10/1294-97) demonstrates:

The Postal Service's treatment of transactions rather than customers as arrivals
is likely to result in inaccurate information concernin9:
11) the number of
customers who wait, (2) the average waiting time of those customers who wait, and
(3) t.he number of customers waiting more
than the threshold time (Tr. 10/1297).
Kochman projected a rat20 of 1.6 transactions per customer
for pur po se s of the e xarnp l.e (Tr'. 11/1336).

The Service

later provided testimony with respect to the ratio that
"[w]e have seen it at about 1.2, and we have seen it as
high as 1.4"

and "[ilt has never gone to 1.6"

(Tr. 11/1394).

Kochman admitted that the difference between measures on
a customer basis and a transaction basis would have been
less had he used a smaller ratio

(Tr. 11/1337).

As did

the Law .:rudce, we recommend t ha t, the Se rv ice take the
necessary steps to adjust. the algorithm to control for
mul ti-·transact,Lon cu s t orne.r s .

Postal Service takes exception to the recommendation of
the JUdge in that "this change would eliminate 'a negligible
inaccuracy'" (USPS Brief on Exceptions, p. B-9).

The Service

appears willing to accept the inaccuracy since "[wJhatever
negligiblE; distortion there is results in providing more
staffing than would otherwise be required"
ceptions, p. B-9)"

(USPS Brief on Ex-:

Nevertheless, we find it necessary to

recommend the modification of the program.

Section IOI(a)

of the Act states in Flart, "It shall provide prompt, reliable,
and efficient services to patrons in all areas.

" I t is

difficult to square with this requirement the failure to correct any easily correctable inaccuracy the effect of which
results in overstaffinc.
Follow-u~ocedure

schedules.

to" assess revised staffing

There is no provision within RAP for a follow-up

study on the implementation of a revised window service
staffing schedulE?.

It is expected that understaffing would

result in "complaints and local newspaper articles and calls
from irate customers, so he [the postmaster! would know
a oou t; it quickly"

(TL 6/589).

It wou Ld be expected that

serious over:3taffings or understaffings would be evident
on their face.

However, it is unlikely that

overstaffing:3 will give rise to complaints, and moderate,

- 61 but significant and correctable, understaffings may go
unnoti.ced.

The Service should develop a follow-up

procedure to check upon revised staffing schedules.

It

need not be as elaborate as the initial data-gathering
effort.

A simple record of the numbers and types of

transactions and the queue length for half-hour periods
for aWednesday-Monday-Wednesday period should be kept.
If the queue lengths agree: ',.,1 th whe t; would be expected
from t.h e simulation, the a.nalysis and :::-ecommendation
are validated.

If queue lengths differ appreciably in

either direction, a comparison of the after-adjustment
transaction data with the before-adjustment data is
necessary.

The lack of substantial differences in the

data woul d lead to skepticism about; the a s sumpc i.on s and
parameters bull t
3.

into the simulat.ion model.

The Methodology Employed in
Sound

R~P

Is Fundamentally

Despite the deficiencies =ited above, we believe that
the methodology employed in ':.1,,= Retail Ana Ly s i s Program is
sufficiently sound to enable

t~e

program to meet its stated

objectives.
Our confidence in the proq:::-am is based upon two considerations.

First, as revealed in portions of our detailed

discussion abovE, specific decisions to

implemen~

the RAP

:i~jOl
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methodology's results are informed by the views of local
coordinators and managers who are familiar with retailing
patterns in their areas.

Since the program gives these

local officials considerable flexibility to override
survey results on the basis of their informed judgment,

1/
we believe (as t:he Administrative Law Judge f ound") that
any ser Lous anomalies resulting from the methodological
defects we cited will be forestalled by such judgment
before implementation.

Thus the actual impact of the

methodological deficiencies '!'Ie have found is likely to
be relatively minor.
Secondly, the schedule proposed by the Service for
implementation of the

R?.P

methodology should allow for an

ongoing improvement of the pro9ram's technical details.
As the program is applied to 4J new areas per year, the
Service will have ample cppo r t.un i, ty to improve and supplement the methodology based upon immediately prior
experiences in the field.

Because of this gradual

application oE the program, its methodological deficiencies
can be corrected before the program is implemented throughout the system.

---_..._.

See
--

-

__

._-_.

I.D., cp. 94-95.

__._.-

oJr)(),)
,.)

-
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Therefore, we find that the methodology employed in
the Retail Analysis Program is fundamentally sound.

How-

ever, we believe that adoption by the Service of the
recommendations made above will better enable the program
to meet its declared goals of making postal retail services
more readily accessible t.o more customers in a costeffective manner.
4.

Keeping This Docket Open for Receipt of
SUPFlemental Data Is Inappropriate

One finding made by t.he Administrative Law Judge with
which we do not agree is the recommendation that this docket
remain open pending receipt of supplemental data concerning
RAP's impact, such data

~c

be assembled and forwarded

periodically by the Postal Service.

While this Commission

has a continuing interest in the progress of the program's
implementation and its achievement of the goals of service
enhancement and increased cost-effectiveness, we do not
believe it appropriate to extend the duration of this
proceeding indefinitely.

It is our view that this advisory

opinion contains a complete statement of our recommendations
bearing on every relevant particular of the Retail Analysis
Program, and that the Postal Service should, if it deems
fit, adopt these, r e comme nda t Lcn s with the assurance that
they represent our final views with respect to the program.

~,

. (...J

- 64 To do otherwise in the case of this ongoing, developmental
program would, we believe,

c~eate

the risk of infringing

upon the managerial functions of the Service.

Furthermore,

if developments within the subject matter of our jurisdiction occur hereafter

(!.~

..

program results with

significant rate, service, or classification dimensions) ,
we will consider them in independent proceedings brought
under the appropriate provisions.
Therefore, we do not adopt the Initial Decision's
recommendation to keep this docket open, and announce that
this proceeding is

termi~ated.
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v.

COMMISSION POLICY STATEMENT ESTABLISHING GUIDELINES
CONCERNING THE FILING OF FUTURE REQUESTS FOR
ADVISORY OPINIONS PURSUANT TO § 3661.
A.

Introduction.

In Order No. 62, we requested the parties to address the
question of "policy and procedural amendments to our rules of
practice which will aid the Conunission's future execution of
its regulatory responsibility for the adequacy and efficiency
of the Nation's postal service within the framework of
of t:he Act."

§

3661

The presenta-::ions of the parties--and indeed

the entire course of this proceeding--have been instructive
in this regard.
§

The process of trying the first contested

3661 case has indicated

-::0

us certain policy decisions

which we shou:Ld make acd announce at this time.

It has also

brought to light other areas where any hard-and-fast pronouncements would be premature until we gain further regulatory experlence ir: administering the provisions of § 3661.
As we have 1ntimated elsewhere in this opinion, we
regard

§

3661 as having two principal functions in the scheme

of postal reorganizaticn.

It is designed both (II

to provide

an independen r , expert cri t.i.que of Postal Service programs
before they are put into practice, and (2) to allow the publie to contribute views, objections, and insights to the

- 66 planning and execution of service changes.
this distinction is another:

§

Cutting across

3661 proceedings can be

expected to produce both criticisms and suggestions as to
the suitability of the methods proposed for carrying out
the change, and conclusions as to the consistency of the
program's objectives with the policies of the Act.
We believe the distinction drawn above is an important
one, because it emphasizes the prospective nature

(discussed

in our treatment of jurisdiction above) of § 3661 proceedings,
and of our resultant advisory opinions.

Advice--whether

it. originates with the Commiss:.on or is d r awn from a.
convincing presentation made by an inte:cvenor--as to the
best means of executing a program whose goals are consistent
with the Act is obviously ofnore value if it is available
before implementation of: the !Jrogram.

It is, of course,

still useful at a later stage; and !Jarticularly so where
(as here)

the program in question is being put into practice

in a gradual manner.
§

Nonetheless, the primary emphasis of

3661 seem"; to us to be on pre-implementation review.
B.

Interrelationship of §§ 3661 and 3662 of the Act.

While we take the Buchanan decision of the Court of
Appeals as an au e ho rLt.a t i ve guide to the general outlines
of

§

3661 advisory jurisdicticn, we must point out that the

court there was confronte6 with a challenge to a program

- 67 already in its early stages of implementation.

The court's

reading of §§ 3661 and 3662 as complementary parts of a
single scheme must therefore be related to the procedural
context.

The plaintiffs in Buchanan were resisting a change

that was in the process of being carried out.

Had the

District Court, or the Court of Appeals, found that the
change represented by RAP was not a "change

. which will

generally affect service on a nationwide or substantially

1/
nationwide basis" the plaintiffs would--as the court
2'/
pointed out=-have had the complaint provisions of § 3662
available as an alternative remedy.

The Buchanan court was

thus focusing on the avenues open to a mailer allegedly
then and there aggrieved by an ongoing Postal Service program.
The context in which the
it to do so,

Buch~nan

litigation arose required

It did not, therefore, consider only the

purely advisory function of § 3661, which, as we have
pointed out above,

is designed to have its principal value

before a change in service is actually put into effect.
We explain this at some length because we would not

have the Service or other parties in this, or later cases,

1/
See the Court's standards for that determinat.ion, set
out at 508 F.2d 259, 262-263.
2/

Id., at 263-264.
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equally available and useful in all circumstances.

Section

3662 is, in our view, not very well suited as a vehicle for
advisory opinions on changes in service.

A

§ 3662 complaint

case will tend t.o focus on more narrow situations rather than
on the broad aspects of a large-scale program.!/
of the parties

The concern

(particularly, of' course, the complainant)

will tend to be with the effect on mailers--or en some mailers--of a program, rather than w:'-th the question whether
the program iassumin<;' its goals to be consistent with the Act)
has been designed as soundly as possible.

As the extensive

discussion in this opinion of the technical features of RAP
makes clear, it is not enough for this Commission, in a

§ 3661 case, merely to approve or disapprove the stated
goals of a Postal Service program; we must also attempt to
predict how efficiently it will achieve those goals and offer
such suggested improvements as are supported by the record.
Moreover, reliance on § 3662 automatically postpones Commission inquiry un t.Ll, the program .i s already in operation,
since it is not until then

~hat

a mailer can allege that

he is "not receiving postal service in accordance with the
...

--_ _---1/

Our rules of practice, of course, restrict our consideration of § 3662 complaints to those having "nationwide" ramifications.
39 CPR § 3001.82.
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policies of this title."
Accordingly, we are of the view that the Postal Service,
in considering whether a proposed program falls within § 3661,
should not be swayed by the notion that if anyone feels injured
by the program he may complain under § 3662.

Nor should the

existence of § 3662 be thought to fortify the argument--which
we have rejected herein; see;. pp. 20··-21, supra--that an
"evolutionary" program is outside the purview of § 3661.
C.

Srandards Applicable to Future Postal Service
§ 3661 Requests.
1.

Timeliness: Requests Should Be Filed Prior
to Implementation of Proposed Changes

What we have said regarding the prospective function of
§

3661 also makes it evident that filings under that section

should be both timely and complete.

As we have already noted,

the statute requires that proposed programs be forwarded to
uS "within a reasonable time prior to the effective date of
such proposal."

Section 72 of our Rules of Practice requires

that such filings be made not less than 90 days in advance,
but there is no obstacle to filing earlier than that.

While

we recognize that some c hariqe s in the nature of service may
have to be instituted on a relatively compressed schedule,
the history of this litigation demonstrates amply that the
Service could have filed for an advisory opinion (or for a
disclaimer of jurisdiction, or for both,

~n

the alternative)
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on RAP far sooner than it did.

The Buchanan litigation con-

surned 11 months from the plaintiff's filing in the District
Court to the signing of the settlement agreement.

During all

this time, RAP was in existence and, indeed, in at least
partial operation.
It is particularly desirable that filings be made as
early as possible when, as here, there is doubt as to our
jurisdiction over a program.

The Commission is prepared to

conduct, in appropriate c i rcums t.ance s , a preliminary inquiry
into the question of jurisdiction.

Indeed, we believe that

such a procedure could be valuable in many cases--provided
~hat

sufficient facts are

~orthcoming

at an early stage to

permit an intelligent appraisal of the jurisdictional issue.
This, of course, is another reason why § 3661 filings should
be accompanied by complete ev.i.derice .

The present case has

demonstrated that it is likely to be necessary to go fairly
deeply into the facts in order to determine a doubtful question of jurisdiction.

To the extent, therefore, that the

Service finds its interests require speedy decision of § 3661
matters, the means of insurlng expedition is in large part
under its own control.
2.

Comprehensive Factual Statements Should
Be Included in Requests

We also urge the Service--and those other parties who
may in the future become involved in

§

3661 cases--to make

3~)

- 71 every reasonable effort to stipulate facts at an early
stage of the proceedings.

While it is a basic principle

of administrative law that stipulations and settlements
2/
11
are favored,- and our Rules of Practice encourage them,we would call particular attention to the possibility of
expedi·ting threshold jurisdictional determinations by
framing the jurisdictional question on a set of agreed
facts"

We believe this to be

3.

highly desirable method

of resolving such questions, and urge the Service and
parties in future cases to make the effort to use it.

3.
'~::he

Test Governing tihether a § 3661 Request
Should Be Filed with the Commission.

best and most e xped i t i ou s procedures :or deciding

jurisdictional quest.ions J however, will not be of assistance
if cases habitually arrive at the Commission through the
protracted process of court litigation.

We believe the

Postal Service's best interests will be served by observing
reasonable guidelines fcr the submission of doubtful cases
{accompanied, if the Service is so advised, by a request
for a disclaime: of jurisdicti'Jn--a procedure which we find
perfectly legitimate, and far more efficient than the

s

1/

S~3e

y

See § 29

U ..3.C.

s

554

{39 CFR

s

(c )

.

300.::' . 29\

10
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raising of the jurisdictional question in a court case).
Plainly, there are cases where no rea sonab Le argument can
be made that: no change in the nature of service is
involvec..

As this case has shown--especially by comparison

with Changes in Operating Procedures Affecting First Class
and

.:~ir Mai~..'

Docket No. N75-2--it is the doubtful cases

which cause delay.
f~le

So far as the Service's decision to

in these cases is coricerned, we believe it should

be aoverned by a good f a i.t h judgment whether a jurisdictional
issue could be raised which is so difficult, doubtful, serious,
1/
or substantial as to make it a fair ground for litigation.If such an Jssue is found,

the Service should promptly request

ar, advisory o p i.n i.on .

In maklng the :judgment just. described, the Service
should have a consistent criterion for deciding whether a
"change" within the mearLing of the Act is involved.

We are

of the view that a chance is involved when a Postal Service
program has as its goal, or will have as a reasonably
foreseeable effect:
1/
We have consc~ously adapted the underscored language
from a test for the appropriateness of injunctive relief
formulated by Judge Frank in Hamilton Watch Co. v. Benrus
Watch Co., 206 F.2d 738, 740 (2d Cir., 19531. See also
Omega Importinq Co. v. Petri-Kine Camera Co., 451F-:2d
1190 (2d CLl., 1971). Ther,::! are other elements which must
be met in order to pass the Benrus test, and the context is,
of course, quite differect from that which we face here.
Nevertheless, the language used by the Second Circuit
s e erns to us to sum up clearly and pz ac i se Ly the standard
which ought to govern the Service's decision to file under
§ 3661.
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An appreciable alteration in the accessibility of

postal services to the public. viewed from the standpoint
not of a "net" or aggregate effect, but from that of the

1/
effect on representative mailers;- or

2.

An appreciable alteration in the type or quality

of postal services offered to t.he public.
This scheme of analysis c()vers one part of the
tripartite test set fortj by

t~le

Buchanan:

aspect of the jcrisdictional

inquiry.

the "qualitative"

Court of Appeals in

It is also necessary, of course, to determine

whether the alteration is a substantial one and not a minor
or insignificant detail, and whether it is substantially
"nationwide"--that LS, whether a "broad geographical area"
will be affected.

See 508 F.2d 259 at 262-263.

We expect to apply ':hi5 aria Ly s Ls ourselves when
presented with a § 3661 case, whether it comes to us through
the Service's decision to

file~

for an advlsory opinion or

through some such process as bz'ought us the present case.

!/

The Administrative Law J'udge said (I.D., pp. 84-85)

," * * If equi1ibriu:n is produced in that no more
patrons are disacconunodated than are acconunodated
by the staffing and de p Loyrnent; changes the result,
for purposes of our analysis, is the same.
There
has been in any such case a "change" as that term
is used in the statute and as tested against the
Fift:h Circuit's standard of "seme meaningful impact
on service" because customers in each location have
been or will be affected.
We agree with the Judge's reasoning in this respect.

-
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The Service, in using this standard to help determine
whether a filing is necessary, should apply it both
to the goals of the program--a test which will, of course,
indicate at an early stage of program planning whether
the program is jurisdictional--and again to the effects
reasonable to be foreseen when the program, once designed,
and perhaps applied in pilot
placed in effect.

s~udies,

is about to be

We stress the two-stage character of

the decision because we belle'TB that time can be saved
if it is clear from a very early point in the planning
pr oce s s that a § 3661 proceeding wL.. I be required.

Where

a Postal Service POllCY obj ec t i ve is seen to involve a
jurisdictional change, the program itself and the presentation to be fo rwa.rd ed to us with the request for an
advisory opinion can be constructed in parallel.
VI.

DISPOSITION OF MISCEI.T",INECllJS EXCEPTIONS AND ~1O'J'I()N'::
The mo t i c.n of the Jnitecl States Postal Service for oral

argument in this proceeding is hereby denied.
Except to the extent ind_cated herein, all motions, exceptions, and other requests
hereby denied.

f~led

in Docket No. N75-1 are

a~J 1. <1
-- 7 S -

WHEREFORE, a full public hearing having been held in
this proceeding, the Commission adopts, upon consideration
of the record, the ultimate findings and recommendations
contained in the advisory opinion attached hereto.

By the Commission.
CERTIFICAT roN:
Each Df the undersigned Commissioners, pursuant to
§

366l(c) of the Postal Reorganization Act, certifies that

in his judgment this oplnion conforms to the policies established under title 39, United States Code.
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P\,ul A. Miltich, Commissioner
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